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INTRODUCTION
A fixed guard is defined as a protective barrier that is held in place with fasteners that may only be removed using tools not normally available to a machine's operators. The fixed barrier guard always appears at the top of the safeguarding hierarchy [Ref. 1]. When it is not feasible to use a fixed guard the hierarchy recommends the use of an interlocked movable guard. The combination case, the interlocked fixed guard, is simply not addressed. Fixed barrier guards are almost never interlocked because their infrequent removal leads to a quiescent interlock switch that cannot be relied upon when called into safety service [Ref. 2]. Furthermore, it is difficult and time consuming to test such interlocks at frequent intervals, such as once every shift. Reliability testing requires that the interlocks change states and this implies that the fixed barrier and its fasteners be removed and replaced for each test cycle.

TESTING CRITERIA:
There are three characteristics of a properly designed interlock system that must be regularly tested:

1. Shut down capability: the removal of a barrier guard from a running machine must instantly interrupt powered operation.
2. Sentinel capability: when an interlocked guard is removed from the machine it must not be possible to restart the machine from any operator's station.
3. Restart incapability: when an interlocked guard is closed, the hazardous machine functions covered by the guard can operate, but the closure of the guard does not by itself initiate their operation.

It should be noted that an interlock must be tested in both its open and closed states to verify its integrity.

BOLTED PANELS
Bolted panels, such as shown in Figure 1, represent an enormously popular type of fixed barrier guard. When the "B" Panel is unbolted, the last remaining fastener allows a rotation of the panel that will provide access to the machine's interior without fully removing the panel. Under these circumstances an interlock placed near the last bolt will not change states and deactivate the machine. Two interlocks placed at the locations indicated in Panel B cannot simultaneously be defeated by rotating the panel about any of the bolts located on its periphery.
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The "A" Panel depicted in Figure 1 cannot be rotated about a bolt located in its lower left corner because the floor and wall preclude this motion. Consequently, a single interlock placed at this location will provide proper "interlock protection" if prying up the panel does not allow sufficient access to the interior hazards.

**SELF-TESTING INTERLOCK SYSTEM**

A patented automatic self-testing interlock system [Ref. 3] is illustrated in Figure 2. A standard negative mode interlock [Ref. 4] is shown in a closed or running state in Figure 2a. If the fixed panel guard were removed in this setup, the interlock activator shaft would spring to the left and open (shutoff) the running circuit of the host machine. The interlock system can be tested on a running machine without removing the fixed panel. The first part of the test is depicted in Figure 2b. A solenoid activated pusher is mobilized by a programmable logic controller (PLC) to extend its plunger to the left causing its compliant base to shift to the right. Because the interlock is mounted on the same base as the pusher, the relative distance between the fixed guard and the interlock body opens up. This allows the interlock activator shaft to extend and simulate a stop command to the machine which will be monitored by a PLC to check the "shutdown" veracity of the interlock in accordance with testing criterion 1.

In the second part of the test, the plunger is withdrawn causing the interlock system to return to its normal running position shown in Figure 2a. A PLC checks on the preservative nature of the reactivated interlock and on the inability of the closed interlock to activate the motor controller by itself. This second part of the test protocol will verify test criterion 3. Satisfying criteria 1 and 3 automatically verifies the sentinels criterion, number 2.

During the interlock testing program, the actual interlock signal is bypassed so that a running machine will not shut down and interrupt production. Furthermore, the fully extended and fully retracted contacts in the pusher mechanism may be combined with the dual positions of both the interlock and the system relays to provide a check on the testing system itself. If an interlock fails to pass the test or if a test device becomes nonfunctional, the failure status can be annunciated and/or the machine can be shut down. Failure of testing devices alone may be treated by causing
the machine to demand manual interlock testing at fixed intervals like every eight hours of machine time; violation of the manual testing interval will cause the machine to annunciate and/or shut down. While the test program is in process the "test state" will be communicated. The same PLC and test relays are used to test every machine interlock. The testing interval may be adjusted to achieve any desired level of reliability; indeed, the highest European reliability requirements, Category 4 [Ref. 5], can be achieved. No prior known system of electro-mechanical interlocks can attain Category 4 status [Ref. 6].

TAMPER-RESISTANCE

Frequent testing of the interlock system not only improves its reliability, it also hardens the interlock system against short-term temporary bypassing and long-term sabotage, i.e., simultaneous guard removal and interlock bypassing. Consider three classical types of interlock circumvention:

- Interlock Tie-down: The interlock activator shaft may be taped, wedged or wired into its closed position as depicted in Figure 2a. When the pusher extends its plunger, the interlock will not change states as ordered by the PLC.

- Plunger Tie-down: The plunger may be physically restrained from movement. When ordered to extend by the PLC, the "retracted contacts" will not open and the "extended contacts" will not close.

- Interlock System Removal: The entire interlock system may be removed from the host machine or its terminals may be jumpered. Under these conditions, neither the interlock nor the pusher will change states when the test program is automatically initiated.

The longest period of temporary bypassing cannot exceed the preset test interval of, perhaps, five minutes. Either long- or short-term bypassing will be annunciated as a malfunction and/or the machine will be shut down.

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed interlock testing system provides the following advantages:

- A quantum leap in system reliability and safety is obtained using even the most ordinary "limit switch" type interlocks.

- The tamper-resistance of all known interlocks will be greatly enhanced; all popular forms of temporary interlock circumvention are eliminated.

- Long-term sabotage is addressed for the first time; to defeat the proposed process involves the most outrageous restructuring of the control system.

- The three most important failure modes of the negative mode interlock will result in a fail-to-safety state:
  1. Sticking of the interlock activation shaft by adhesives.
  2. Welding of the interlock contacts.
  3. Failure of the interlock return spring.

- The monitored machine is never shut down nor production interrupted during the testing phase.

- The testing of large numbers of interlocks will not expose the machine's electric power motors to the frequent re-start demand associated with conventional manual testing procedures.

- The design and implementation of the proposed test and monitoring system may be executed and implemented using straightforward hardware and software that are firmly entrenched technology. There are an unlimited number of systems that will provide a compliant base.

- The quiescent interlock switch normally associated with fixed guards is regularly exercised.
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